
MARE



A young woman returns in the guise of a young man to her village to resolve her past, connect with the mythical beast that gave her freedom 
and reveal the dark secret held within the area exacting revenge upon those who colluded in her abuse.


•



LOGLINE


A young woman returns in the guise of a young man to her village in the misty coast levels of Romney Marshes to resolve her past, connect with 
girl she loved and the mythical horse that gave her freedom. Followed by a young girl. perhaps the ghost of her childhood. she sets out to to 
reveal the truth, and exact revenge upon her abusers.


SYNOPSIS


Abi, young woman (age 19), returns in the guise of a young man followed by a young girl (8) to the misty winter landscape of the salt marsh flats 
of Pett Levels where she is meets a white horse in the dawn mist.  Has she returned to this barren sheep farming landscape to find her now 
married first love Tina or is there a darker motive?  Who is the strange young girl who follows her as she watches people, tracks down and 
reconnects. Are the memories of the past and abuse we see the child’s or Abi’s as she seems to seek revenge on those in the community who 
colluded with Ian a powerful corrupt farmer in the community who abused her, who cages the white horse on his isolated farm surrounded by 
wind turbines and electricity pylons. Is it he that perhaps also cages Abi’s childhood? A collusion of abuse which seems to seep back 
generations in the community that now have turned their abuse to refugee girls they smuggle in along the coast. As Abi rekindles her love with 
Tina the daughter of  Ian , her abuser, and the truth starts to unravel strange things start to happen in the village. People start to turn on Ian. 
Sheep die, powerlines hum, people disappear. Are the disturbing events part of Abi’s revenge or has Tina’s abuse been ignited by her 
reconnection to Abi.  The complicity in community starts to self implode and Ian is ostracised by the village and with no way out we wonder 
about his fate at thee hands of those he has abused caged and cages.. As  Ian meets his fate Abi leaves as she cames walking through the mist 
with the child to meet the horse on the levels guided by another young woman, Tina. As Abi walks away with Tina she leaves her past behind. 
The child watches them go, choosing to remain with the horse in this lost place.
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